Commemoration 2012

RIT and CIS students and faculty with Academic Commission on Friday, May 25. An archived video stream of the event can be viewed on our website. For more information, visit the Commencement page (Click the thumbnail above to enlarge and view additional photos). Catherine Shaw inspect the newly featured plaque of Chester Carlson in the CIS lab. We’d like to thank our CIS history committee members, the CIS Alumni Association, and CIS faculty for your support in highlighting our history. For more information, visit our Archive Watch: The Words of Chester Carlson online!

CIS Prof. Dr. Roger Easton Jr. challenged the 2012 Goldwater Scholar. (Click the thumbnail above to enlarge and view additional photos) Catherine Shaw featured in the CIS exhibit "Tangible Display Systems," created in part by the Imaging Science students and faculty. Additional images from the archives will be debuted each newsletter. For more information, visit our Previous Issues online!
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